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CASE REVIEW: A CLINICIAN’S PERSPECTIVE
Benefits of Thoracic Extension Procedures with a Stubborn Cervical Derangement
Kimberly Greene, PT, Dip. MDT
With lots of research supporting manual therapy applied to the thoracic spine for neck pain and
radiculopathy1,2,3, the MDT thoracic procedures can be beneficial when cervical procedures have
provided minimal or no improvement. This case report supports implementation of thoracic procedures
with a patient that displays signs and symptoms consistent with left C5/6 radiculopathy. At initial
assessment, sitting erect with a lumbar roll caused a worsening of forearm symptoms. Any attempt at
implementing cervical extension peripheralised symptoms to his left forearm. The patient’s mechanics
and symptoms improved using left lateral flexion with patient overpressure as long as the patient was
sitting in a slightly protruded position. The patient was sent home with left lateral flexion techniques on
Day 1.
The next two visits were attempts to integrate extension procedures, but symptoms peripheralised and
patient continued with left lateral flexion procedures. On the third visit, the patient was able to sit erect
without peripheral symptoms. Repeated left rotation was assessed, but resulted in symptoms
peripheralising to the forearm. Repeated right rotation had no effect on symptoms. With no improvement
from any other cervical procedures, the patient continued with left lateral flexion + OP with force
progressions.
On the fourth visit, the patient was still unable to tolerate cervical extension, left rotation or flexion. The
patient reported only minimal improvement (10%) and left lateral flexion was the only cervical procedure
that provided any reductive ability. On the fourth visit, thoracic extension procedures were assessed,
which resulted in improvement of his symptoms and cervical motion. The patient performed force
progressions using a chair for overpressure followed by thoracic extension with clinician overpressure.
While the thoracic procedures did not fully reduce the cervical obstruction, it did improve motion and
symptoms to warrant the use of thoracic procedures.
For the next two weeks, the follow-up visits consisted of thoracic extension in sitting with clinician
overpressure of the upper thoracic spine. During those two weeks, the patient was unable to tolerate
thoracic mobilizations or cervical extension/rotation procedures without peripheralising symptoms. On
week five, however, the patient was able to tolerate thoracic extension mobilization in sitting without
peripheralising symptoms demonstrating further reduction of the obstruction. To emphasize upper
thoracic extension, the hand placement for clinician overpressure and mobilization is more proximal (T2/
T3) than what is mentioned in McKenzie’s cervical and thoracic text1. After implementing thoracic
procedures for three weeks, the patient reported an overall 70% improvement.
At week six, the patient was able to rotate his head to the left with only neck pain and no peripheral
symptoms. Since the patient still displayed a slight loss of left rotation and plateaued with thoracic
extension techniques, cervical techniques were reassessed. The patient was still unable to tolerate
repeated cervical extension without the worsening of left arm pain indicating a need to assess lateral
cervical procedures. Left cervical rotation provided more symptomatic improvement than left lateral
flexion. Hence, the patient was sent home with left cervical rotation with overpressure. The patient
continued for two weeks using repeated left cervical rotation with overpressure and force progressions.
Finally, at week eight, the patient was able to incorporate cervical extension without arm or forearm
symptoms to fully reduce the cervical derangement.
In summary, this patient’s clinical presentation could have easily been misclassified in the “OTHER”
category as a mechanically unresponsive radiculopathy since cervical extension consistently worsened
and peripheralised symptoms. However, thoracic procedures must be assessed if baselines worsen or
plateau with cervical techniques. Often, thoracic procedures can be effective in the initial reduction of
cervical radiculopathy. Importantly, however, with derangements of the cervical spine, cervical extension
procedures will ultimately be required to fully reduce the derangement. The thoracic procedures are a
possible treatment option as long as there is improved symptomatic and mechanical change associated
with the procedures. Manual techniques are required if symptoms do not remain better with patient
generated forces and occasionally have to be implemented for several weeks.

The McKenzie Institute International has created a library of procedural videos designed to assist clinicians
at various levels of MDT training. The videos are presented progressively respective to a clinician’s level of
training. Thoracic procedures are introduced in the Part B and Part D curriculums. These videos are
extremely beneficial when trying to master a skill after the course and are essential when studying for the
Credentialing or Diploma Exams. To gain access to the procedure videos, please consult with your
home branch, or MII head office for countries without an Institute branch.
The following two videos highlight thoracic extension in sitting with clinician overpressure and thoracic
extension in sitting mobilizations. The suggestions are beneficial when implementing these thoracic
procedures:
Video: Thoracic Extension in Sitting with Clinician OP
1. Patient position: Patient sits erect and maintains lumbar lordosis. Patient’s shoulders are in flexion
with hands supporting cervical spine. The patient lifts the elbows up as far as possible.
2. Therapist position: One hand is on the spinous process of mid-thoracic spine and the opposite arm
is cradling patient’s arms near elbows to facilitate upward motion of elbows.
3. Force Application: Heel of hand applies posterior-anterior through thoracic spine while the opposite
hand applies upward pressure through elbows. Equal force through thoracic spine and distal arm
near elbows. Force is applied slowly and equally at end-range while fully releasing through range
of motion for each repetition.
Video: Thoracic Extension Mobilizations in Sitting
1. Patient position: Patient sits erect and maintains lumbar lordosis. Patient’s shoulders are in flexion
with hands supporting cervical spine. The patient lifts the elbows up as far as possible.
2. Therapist position: One hand is on spinous process of mid-thoracic spine and the opposite arm lifts
the patient’s distal arms near elbows passively until mid-thoracic spine at end-range.
3. Force application: Heel of mobilizing hand applies posterior-anterior pressure through thoracic
spine while the opposite hand applies constant upward lift through elbows. The heel of mobilizing
hand applies slow gradual increase of force through thoracic spine at end-range while releasing
with each repetition working further into range of motion.
After viewing the two videos recommended above, consider the following mistakes which are commonly
noted with Thoracic Techniques in Sitting:
1. Patient in a position of slouched sitting preventing thoracic spine from attaining end-range.
2. Depending on height of patient, therapist may need to bend knees and crouch down to allow for
appropriate force application.
3. Patient’s shoulders positioned in more horizontal abduction rather than flexion allowing for more
motion at shoulders than thoracic spine
4. Stay close to patient so that the forearm and heel of hand can apply force posterior-anteriorly. If
too far away from patient, the line of drive will be asymmetrical allowing more frontal plane movement.
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